
 Education
Storage solutions to manage learning materials.
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Stackable 
Caddy Organizer
Essential for organizing and transporting supplies.
• Clear storage containers provide full visibility of your items
• Hinged snap-tight lids keep items secure and can be  

removed for added convenience
• Stack and carry multiple caddies by connecting them 

with the lift & lock levers built into the handle
• Hang containers separately using the Wall Mounting Bar (22773CR)
• Caddy handle will support up to 40 pounds

U.S. Patent No. D775,832; 10,343,702,B2; 10,308,409,B2

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD)
29003CR	 Caddy	Organizer	includes	white	 14″	x	6.5“	x	10.5″ 
 frame and three clear containers 
 (1small, 1 medium, 1 large)
29101CR	 Small	container	 4.4″	x	4.4″	x	4.2″
29201CR	 Medium	container	 8.8″	x	4.4″	x	4.2″
29301CR	 Large	container	 13.3″	x	4.4″	x	4.2″
329003BB 3 Caddy Organizers, 1 Wheel base  
 and 1 Mounting bar

29101CR

29201CR

29301CR

Stack ‘N Go®
Caddy Wheel Base
Whether you’re moving supplies across the room or 
across town, the Caddy Wheel Base makes it easy to take 
everything with you.
• Store your Caddy stack out of your way and simply roll 

out the entire stack to grab what you need
• Swivel casters provide easy movement on both carpet 

and hard floors
• Works best with 5-10 caddies
• Weight capacity 150 pounds

U.S. Patent No. D826,509: 10,308,409,B2

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD)
29443CR	 Wheel	base	 16″	x	3.25″	x	11″

HO

LDS UP TO

POUNDS

150

29301CR
29201CR

29101CR

Wall Mounting Bar
Keep your work surface clutter-free. 
• Use to hang Caddy Organizer Containers (29101CR, 29201CR, 29301CR)  

& Tilt Bin Interlocking Storage Organizers (421103)
• Mounting hardware included

ITEM NO. SIZE
22773CR	 22″	Long

Containers Hang 
On Bar

Shown
(3) 29003CR 

with 29443CR

LIFT, STACK & LOCK

SPACE CONSERVATIVE     •     EASY TO ACCESS     •     CLEAR     •     MOBILE
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Interlocking Multi-Bin
Storage Organizer
Mix and match to create your ideal storage system. 
• Perfect for organizing office and classroom supplies
• Clear plastic storage bins for maximum visibility
• Dovetail design lets your stack and connect multiple 

units to form a custom storage system
• Bins tilt out and stay open for easy access to supplies
• Bins are easy to remove for cleaning and refilling
• Can be used on countertop or wall mounted
• Identification labels and mounting hardware included

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD)
20303OP	 White,	3-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	9.5″	x	7.8″
20403OP	 White,	4-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	8.1″	x	6.6″
20503OP	 White,	5-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	6.5″	x	5.3″
20603OP	 White,	6-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	4.5″	x	3.6″
20903	 White,	9-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	3.3″	x	2.5″
20304OP Black,	3-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	9.5″	x	7.8″
20404OP	 Black,	4-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	8.1″	x	6.6″
20504OP	 Black,	5-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	6.5″	x	5.3″
20604OP	 Black,	6-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	4.5″	x	3.6″
20904OP	 Black,	9-Bin	Unit	 23.6″	x	3.3″	x	2.5″

20603OP

20503OP

20403OP

20303OP

Rotating Carousel Organizer
Supplies are easy to find with the Rotating Carousel Organizer.  
• Rotating lazy-Susan organizer allows for easy access to stored items
• Clear canisters provide visibility while snap tight lids keep  

contents secure
• Use on tabletop, counter, shelf or inside a cabinet
• Includes (3) 6-inch canisters and (6) 3-inch canisters

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD) CANISTER SIZE
3901CR	 White,	9	Canisters	 11.1″	x	6.6″	x	11.1″	 (6)	3″	H	&	(3)	6″	H
39010104	 Black,	9	Canisters	 11.1″	x	6.6″	x	11.1″	 (6)	3″	H	&	(3)	6″	H

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD)
421103	 4	Bins	 4.7″	x	5.4″	x	5.2″

Interlocking
Storage Organizer
The ultimate in versatility and maximizing usable space.
• Dovetail design connects individual bins vertically  

or horizontally
• Perfect for organizing and grouping small supplies
• Clear bins tilt out and stay open for  

easy access
• Bins can be used on a tabletop or hung  

using the Wall Mounting Bar (22773CR)
Patent Pending

350401
350201

350301350101 350104

Stackable Cube Organizer
Keep your workspace clutter-free and supplies close at hand.  
• Ideal for small art and educational supplies
• Modular organizers connect securely with linking clips letting you create a 

custom storage system. One linking clip per cube.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD)
350101	 Clear,	2-Drawer	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	7.25″
350201	 Clear,	X-Divider	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	6″
350301	 Clear,	4-Drawer	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	7.25″
350401	 Clear,	Standard	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	6″
350501	 Clear,	Double	Cube	 12″	x	6″	x	6″
350701	 Clear,	Divided	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	6″
350801	 Clear,	1-Drawer	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	7.25″
350104	 Black,	2-Drawer	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	7.25″
350304	 Black,	4-Drawer	Cube	 6″	x	6″	x	7.25″

3901CR

Tilt Bins Hang On  
Wall Mounting Bar 
22773CR 
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Interlocking
Marker Organizer
Whether you have 20 markers or 2000, the Interlocking Marker Organizers 
let you connect and organize your collection based on your available space.  
• Interlocking dovetailed sides let you connect multiple units to create 

endless storage options
• Store markers upright or horizontally
• Flexible inner grid holds markers in place even when stored horizontally
• Units fit in the Stackable Caddy Organizer for on-the-go needs

Patent Pending

ITEM NO. SIZE (WxHxD)
29123CR	 4.4″	x	4.3″	x	4″ Works with

29003CR

Expandable
Marker Accordion
The ultimate in marker storage and portability! 
• Hold up to 80 of your favorite markers, pens or other long-stemmed items
• Features four distinct storage sections, each with room for up to 20 markers
• Unfold the Accordion to easily see and access all of your markers
• Clear lid snaps in place, keeping contents secure
• Carrying handle makes it easy to take your markers with you

U.S. Patent No. D794,330

ITEM NO. SIZE (WxHxD)
29133CR	 9″	x	8.6″	x	8.3″

HO

LDS UP TO

M
ARKERS

80

Shown (2) Stacked
29123CR

Flexible 
Silicone 

 Grid

Perfect for art supplies

Arts and Crafts 
Marker Storage

Propped with Spectrum Noir™ Markers
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Stackable Storage Tray
The ideal solution for scrapbook paper, paper crafting items, notebooks, 
folders or other desktop supplies. 
• Open design allows easier access to papers and supplies
• 12.5-inch inside width
• Holds 250 sheets of 12″ x 12″ craft paper
• Clear

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD)
78877	 Single	Tray	 12.9″	x	12.8″	x	2.1″

Sustainable Office® 
Desk Accessories
Environmentally friendly desk organizers 
• Recycled plastic desk accessories
• Made from a minimum of 30%  

recycled content
• 100% recyclable

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
34204 Large Pencil Cup
34904 Jumbo Magazine File
39304	 Hanging	File	Holder
38104	 Drawer	Organizer
391104 Single Letter Tray

34204 34904

39304

38104
391104

(shown 2 stacked)

Three-Drawer Organizers
Three-drawer storage cubes organize craft papers, art supplies, 
and more.  
• Transparent cubes allow full visibility to quickly access what 

you need
• Divided drawers (350901CR only) keep supplies neat and tidy
• Holes in bottom of drawers (350911 only) allow user to  

push paper up from bottom to access papers without risk  
of damaging edge

• Available in two sizes: small and large
• Compact, stackable design
• Non-skid pads on bottom protect work surfaces

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE (WxHxD)
350901CR	 Small	 10″	x	6.8″	x	7″
350911	 Large	 12.5″	x	6.8″	x	12.5″	

350911
Great for storing 

craft paper!

Finger hole for accessing paper

350901CR

Teacher desk organization
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Customizable Magnetic Sheets
White magnetic craft sheets that can be cut, painted, embellished or stamped 
• Cuts easily with scissors, craft knives, punches and  

various cutting machines
• Magnetically attaches to any metal surface
• Three magnetic sheets/per pack

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
5901	 8″	x	15″	Sheets,	3/pk

Classic Image®
Sign Holders
Display signs, announcements and more 
• Protect your message, artwork & signage
• Holds 8.5" x 11" inserts

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
68201 Wall Mount
69701	 Slanted,	Desktop
69201	 Double-Sided,	Desktop

Black Border Frame
Black border frames your message or artwork
• Inserts slide in from the side
• Clear, angled front panel for easy viewing

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
69775	 8.5″	x	11″	insert	size	

Art Display 
Frame
A classic and fun way to display art in 
hallways and classrooms 
• Easily change out artwork without 

removing frame from wall
• Hook and loop tape included

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
671001	 Landscape,	18″	x	12″	
682001	 Portrait,	12″	x	18″	
682301	 Portrait,	9″	x	12″	
683301	 Landscape,	12″	x	9″	

Wet Erase Markers
Make your mark with liquid chalk markers 
• Writes on most non-porous surfaces, glass, plastic and metal
• Markers dry quickly and leave no ghosting; cleans  

easily with water
• Non-toxic; water based; chisel tip
• Conforms to ASTM D-4236

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY
SMA510-V4	 Assorted	Colors*	 4/Pk
SMA510-V4-WT	 White	 4/Pk

*1 each; Red, Green, Yellow, Red

77441

Multi-Compartment
Literature Holders
Clear plastic holder; tiered for better visibility 
• Great for holding teachers aids, lesson  

plans, workbooks and more
• Clear plastic construction

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
77301 3-Tier Magazine Size
77441 4-Tier Magazine Size

D
IS

PL
AYS UP TO

M

AGAZINES

4

Attaches to 
any Metal 
Surface

68201

6970169201
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Custom Printed 
Chair Mats
Use your own design, pattern, image, or even your school 
mascot or logo to complement your work space.
For more information contact Customer Service at: 1.800.428.4328 
or customerservice@deflecto.com

MODEL NO. MAT SIZE SHAPE
  CM24142BLKSS	 36"	x	48"	 Rectangle
  CM24242BLKSS	 45"	x	53"	 Rectangle
  CM24442FBLKSS	 46"	x	60"	 Rectangle

Patent Pending

Ergonomic
Sit  Stand® Chair Mats
Dual purpose design combines the cushion of an anti-fatigue 
mat with the smooth rolling surface of a Deflecto chair mat.
• 3/8″ support foam provides cushion and resilience to reduce 

stress and strain on the user’s back, legs and feet
• Easily transition from sitting to standing 
• Non-slip bottom surface grips hard floor surfaces and 

reduces the need to reposition the mat
• Use with wheeled office chairs or stools
• Free and Clear® non-orthophthalate, non-cadmium formula 

promotes a healthy work environment without harsh chemicals
• GREENGUARD Gold Certified for low chemical emissions 

and healthier indoor air
• Made in the USA

Work Healthier, 
	Not Harder

ALL DAY
HARD FLOOR

ALL DAY
ALL PILE

1/2"over

Premium Vinyl Chair Mats
The dependable difference for the casual user
• Light weight protective vinyl chair mat prevents wear and  

tear on floors
• Easy-glide rolling surface
• Free and Clear® non-orthophthalate, non-cadmium formula 

promotes a healthy work environment while offering exceptional 
clarity without harsh chemicals

• GREENGUARD Gold Certified for low chemical emissions  
and healthier indoor air

• Made in the USA

DuraMat	Durable	Performance	for	Low-Pile	Carpets	up	to	3/8″;	Studded
MODEL NO. MAT SIZE COLOR

  CM13113	 36″	x	48″,	Lip	19″	x	10″	 Clear
  CM13233	 45″	x	53″,	Lip	25″	x	12″	 Clear
  CM13443F	 46″	x	60″,	Rectangle	 Clear

Hard Floor	Prevent	Wear	&	Tear	on	Wood,	Vinyl	or	Tile;	Non-Studded
MODEL NO. MAT SIZE COLOR

  CM21232	 45″	x	53″,	Lip	25″	x	12″	 Clear
  CM21442F	 46″	x	60″,	Rectangle	 Clear

Additional sizes and mat thicknesses available. Contact Customer Service at  
1.800.428.4328 for more information.

MODERATE
LOW PILE

up
to 3/8"

ALL DAY
HARD FLOOR
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For nearly 60 years, Deflecto has kept a commitment 

to product innovation, quality and customer service. 

This commitment, along with our broad range of 

products, has been the key to developing strong, 

long-lasting relationships with our customers. 

We strive to create products that help educators stay 

organized so they can concentrate on shaping the 

minds of students, not clutter. Deflecto products are 

designed and built based on real user feedback, so 

you can be confident they’ll fit into the way you work. 

For more information on Deflecto’s products,  

visit: deflecto.com

Supplies and props shown in catalog are not included.


